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Danger on Midnight River

Introduction

Savvy Readers’ Lab

Danger on Midnight River by Gary Paulsen
Lesson Plans ♦ Introduction
1. Accessing Background Knowledge

D

A. Put the title on chart paper. Ask students to predict:


O

If you were going to see a movie or read a book with
this title, what do you think it might be about?

1) Have students jot down some ideas on a piece of paper.
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2) After a few minutes, ask for their predictions. Write them on
chart paper.

B. Distribute books for students to preview. Have them look on
front and back covers. Read aloud the description on the
back.
1) Discuss what they have learned from this. Ask:


Gary Paulson is

What is the danger on Midnight River? (The van in
which they were riding has crashed into the raging
river.)



How did that happen? (The picture gives a clue - the
bridge collapsed.)



What is Daniel’s dilemma? (Can he save himself, and
should he risk his life to save the fellow students who
bullied him?)

the author of
numerous

popular and

award-winning
books for

young adults.

2) Have students write down what they think Daniel should do
and why. They can use information from the pictures or the
written description to support their answer.
3) Ask some students to share their responses with the class.

C. Read to the students the preview page, a letter from the
author Gary Paulsen. Then ask:


What are some of the facts you learn about the author?
(He likes to experience adventure, write about it, and
talk to students who have read his books.)

PY

D. Tell the students that they will find out how Daniel deals with his
adventure in Midnight River as they begin the book the next
time you meet. Point out that what you just did together is
something they should do independently whenever they start
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a new book. Remind them of all they’ve learned about the story, the questions
they already have, and how they have prepared their brains to get the most out
of what they will read.
E. If there is time, clarify word meaning and/or clarify phonics with the following
words, found on the back cover. (Students can use the overall context and
picture clues to figure out the meanings.)

D

O



surging



plunged



desolate



treacherous

PY
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Danger on Midnight River by Gary Paulsen
Chapter 1
I. Accessing Background Knowledge

D

Review with students any pertinent information from the previous
day’s discussion.

O

II. Reading/Discussion
A. Remind students to use strategies while they read if:
they come across a word they cannot pronounce (clarify
phonics) or a word whose meaning is unclear (clarify word
meaning),
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they get confused and suddenly find themselves “lost”
(clarify idea),



they have specific ideas of what they are likely to learn
based on what they have read so far ( predict).

B. Read the first paragraph of chapter 1 with students. Ask:


What do you think Daniel is getting ready to do? (leave
home for a while)



What makes you think so? (the suitcase and sleeping bag)



How does he feel about it? (He doesn’t want to go.)



How do you know this? (He tries to put it off; he walks
slowly.)

C. Have the students read silently to the middle of page 3 and
think about these questions. (Put the question on the board or
on chart paper.)


D. Start the discussion with the above question about his three
worlds. Then move on to the following questions.
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Daniel lives in three worlds. What three worlds does he live
in? What is each one like for him? (Daniel’s three worlds: his
town world, where he was a mama’s boy; his uncle’s world,
where he took care of himself and learned things that might
mean the difference between life and death; and his
school world, where he was a slow learner who was teased
by other boys.)

3
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D



Do we have any proof that maybe Daniel isn’t a slow learner? (His
experience with his uncle every summer is a sign of this; you might want to
add that we can learn important things outside of school that take a different
kind of intelligence.)



Is Daniel rich? How can he be going to an expensive camp? (You might want
to go over the word “scrimping.”)



Why is he so unhappy about it?

O

E. Have the students finish reading the chapter. Ask them to find out as they read if
things look any brighter as Daniel meets the driver and other kids going to the
camp.
F.
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When students have finished reading the chapter, discuss the question that you
posed before they began: Are things looking any brighter as Daniel meets the
van driver and the other boys attending the camp?



What happens during Daniel’s first encounter with the van driver? (The driver
is rude and aggressive. He pushes Daniel toward the van’s door.)

You can have students go back to the text to read aloud parts that support their
answer if you wish.



What happens when Daniel gets into the van? (The other three boys are kids
from his school who make fun of him.)



What specific things do they say or do to him? (They call him a Mama's boy;
they deliberately trip him; they threaten him twice.)

You could have some or all of these parts read aloud.


Which of the three boys appears to be the leader? (Brandon)



Is he any nicer than the other two? (He is somewhat nicer, but still says “later”
when talking about having some “fun” with Daniel, indicating that he intends
to torment him later.)

Say: We know from the picture on the cover what’s going to happen to the van.
We NOW know more about Daniel and the boys who tease and torment him. Ask:


Does anyone want to change his/her mind about what Daniel should do?
Should he save them?



What would you do?



Does anyone have a prediction?

Some possibilities that you might want to bring up:
lanky; entertain the thought; pudgy; thud; scowled

PY

G. Ask if anyone used any strategies while reading. Ask students to share any words
or phrases that they needed to clarify.

You might choose instead to use the attached vocabulary exercise.

4
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III. Personal Response
Have the students answer the question below in their journals. They should use
details and examples to support their answer. They should turn the question into
a statement as an opening sentence.


Are things looking any brighter as Daniel meets the driver and the other kids
going to the camp?

D

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

O

Character Impressions Chart (see instructions, sample, and key)



Vocabulary Exercise (see exercise sheets)



Teacher and students together use clarify phonics (if needed) and clarify
word meaning strategies to determine the meanings of each numbered
word from chapter 1.

PY
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CHARACTER IMPRESSIONS
CHAPTER 1
1) Display the blank “Character Impressions” chart on an overhead or whiteboard.
Complete the section for Daniel with the class.

D

Say: “I think Daniel is lonely.” Write “lonely” in the second column next to
Daniel’s name under “My impression of him.” Ask the class to look on p. 3 to see
if they can find a line that proves this. When someone reads it (“At school he
was the class nobody”), write the line in the third column under “What he says or
does that makes me feel this way.”

O
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Follow the same procedure for the next two impressions of Daniel. Ask if anyone
has any other thoughts. (There are other possibilities: he is self-reliant, a good
son, tries to avoid trouble)

2) Assign each group one of the remaining characters (van driver, Scotty, Troy,
Brandon) to complete together at their tables. Make sure that the students
include the page # with their statements of proof.
3) Circulate as the students are working. If you have to supply page numbers to
help them locate proof of each impression, do so.
4) Review the chart when all have finished. Ask one person from each group to
give the page # and the sentence(s) they decided on for each character. All
should agree that it is proof. Share the result for the van driver last. Anyone can
volunteer to supply proof.
5) Distribute or display a copy of your answer key so that everyone has a
completed copy for their notes.

6) Depending on your time frame, either discuss the question on the bottom of the
chart as a class or have the students write an answer in their journals.

PY
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Name __________________________________________________________________

CHARACTER IMPRESSIONS for DANGER ON MIDNIGHT RIVER – CHAPTER 1
Character

My impression of
him

What he says or does that makes me feel
this way

D

Daniel

O
E CO
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N
Scotty

Troy

Brandon

Van Driver

PY

Would I have been friends with any of the boys? If so, who? _______________________
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CHARACTER IMPRESSIONS for DANGER ON MIDNIGHT RIVER - CHAPTER 1 - KEY
Character

Daniel

D

O

Scotty

My impression
of him

What he says or does that makes me feel this
way

Lonely

At school he was the class nobody. (p. 5)

Self-Reliant

He takes care of himself up in the mountains. (p. 3)

Tries to avoid
trouble

Daniel moved to the last seat in the back of the
van. (p. 6)

A bully

“You’re going to love camp, Danny boy, I’m going
to see to it personally.” (p. 6)

N

“Well, look who’s here. Daniel the dork.” (p. 4)

Has a bad
attitude and likes
to put others
down.

“Where’s your mama, Danny boy? Ain’t she gonna
come down and kiss you bye-bye?” (p. 5)

Has some
compassion and
is the leader.

“Leave him alone, boneheads. Let him get in the
van.” (p. 5)

Rude

He snatched Daniel’s bags from him and threw
them into the van. (p. 4)
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Troy

Brandon

Van Driver

He shoved Daniel towards the van door. (p. 4)

Mean

“Not in my van,” the driver growled as he pulled
the sliding door shut. (p. 6)
He called the boys “peacocks”. (p. 6)

Do you think that you would have been friends with any of the boys?

PY
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VOCABULARY
DANGER ON MIDNIGHT RIVER – CHAPTER 1
1. scrimping
SENTENCE FROM TEXT: It had taken her a year of scrimping and saving to get
together enough money to send Daniel to camp.

D

MEANING: _______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

O

2. lanky
SENTENCE FROM TEXT: Daniel’s lanky frame stiffened.
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MEANING: _______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

3. entertained the thought

SENTENCE FROM TEXT: For a second, Daniel entertained the thought of going
to the cafe and telling his mother he had missed the van.
MEANING: _______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

4. pudgy

SENTENCE FROM TEXT: Daniel paused on the step and looked up into the
pudgy face of Scotty Howard.
MEANING: _______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

5. thud

SENTENCE FROM TEXT: Brandon let his feet slide off the seat in front of him.
They hit the floor with a thud.
MEANING: _______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

6. scowled

PY

SENTENCE FROM TEXT: His dark blue eyes narrowed and he scowled. “Leave
him alone, boneheads.”

MEANING: _______________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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7. clenched
SENTENCE FROM TEXT: Scotty put his foot out and tripped Daniel. He fell to his
knees. Daniel jumped up with his fists clenched.
MEANING: _______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

D

8. propped

O

SENTENCE FROM TEXT: Daniel moved to the last seat at the back of the van.
He propped himself in the corner and pretended to go to sleep.
MEANING: _______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

PY
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VOCABULARY KEY
DANGER ON MIDNIGHT RIVER – CHAPTER 1
1. scrimping
SENTENCE FROM TEXT: It had taken her a year of scrimping and saving to get
together enough money to send Daniel to camp.

D

MEANING: using very little _________________________________________________
Ask: Was she using a lot of her
money?
___________________________________________________________________________

O

2. lanky
SENTENCE FROM TEXT: Daniel’s lanky frame stiffened.
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MEANING: tall and skinny _________________
No real clues; we only know that it
describes someone’s shape.
_____________________________________

3. entertained the thought

SENTENCE FROM TEXT: For a second, Daniel entertained the thought of going
to the cafe and telling his mother he had missed the van.
MEANING: _considered______________________
Ask: What one word might replace
the four that are underlined?
_____________________________________

4. pudgy

SENTENCE FROM TEXT: Daniel paused on the step and looked up into the
pudgy face of Scotty Howard.
MEANING: _ fat_____________________ _____________________________
No clue; it describes a person’s face.
___________________________________________________________________________

5. thud

SENTENCE FROM TEXT: Brandon let his feet slide off the seat in front of him.
They hit the floor with a thud.
MEANING: thump________________________
You_________________________________
can demonstrate this.
___________________________________________________________________________

6. scowled

PY

SENTENCE FROM TEXT: His dark blue eyes narrowed and he scowled. “Leave
him alone, boneheads.”

MEANING: _frowned in anger____________
Say: We know it is a facial expression. Would
you say he smiled? (just the opposite)
__________________________________
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7. clenched
SENTENCE FROM TEXT: Scotty put his foot out and tripped Daniel. He fell to his
knees. Daniel jumped up with his fists clenched.
MEANING: __closed together tightly_____________
You can demonstrate this.
__________________________________________

D

8. propped

O

SENTENCE FROM TEXT: Daniel moved to the last seat at the back of the van.
He propped himself in the corner and pretended to go to sleep.
MEANING: ___leaned against something___ He leaned against the side of
the van next to his seat.
___________________________________________

PY
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